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Cluster analysis (or numerical classification) is an objective
data reduction technique particularly useful in identifying patterns
in large, multivariate data sets (Boesch,1977). The end result is the
formation of heirarchical groups based upon the degree of inter-entity
resemblance. In sport biomechanics, this approach has been applied
to evaluate movement patterns in a slviTT'!J1ing start (Wilson and HOIvard,
1981). An alternative to clustering the movement patterns would have
been to cluster the athletes according to the sequence of movement
patterns.
,-

This latter approach was selected to evaluate similarities and
differences bet\oK!en loeightlifters of vastly different performance
levels as they executed the jerk portion of the clean and jerk lift.
Two analyses were conducted. The first compared novice, intermediate
and elite weightlifters across five "key" kinematic variables. The
second compared the "optimal" temporal structure of the lift
(Fro lov and Le vshunov ,1979) wi th that of the novice and inte rme di a te
we igh tlifte rs.
A multivariate evaluation should facilitate an understanding of
ontogen2 tic changes in technique. In addition, this approach may
provide coaches and athletes with a generic tool for technique
refinement.

NATERIALS AND METHODS
DATA OOLI2CIION
Forty-five jerk attempts I~ere filmed at three U.S. Wilightlifting
Federation (US\~) sanctioned competitions. These athletes were
classified as Master. Class 1,2.3.4 and belO\~ Class 4 by USWF
criteria. All subjects signed consent forms in accordance with
Purdue University's Human Subjects Research Policy. Lifts I~ere filmed
in the sagittal plane 9-l0-m from the center of the weightlifting
platform using a Milliken (model DBM 55) l6-mm pin registered motion
picture calOOra outfitte<! Ivith a 2S-mm lens. Film speed was 30 frames
sec- l • Data from eleven elite athletes were from Roman and
Shakirzyanqv (1980 and 1978).
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FIGURE 1.
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Stick-figure representation of the five phases of th" jerk.

FIlM ANALYSIS: DATA REDUCrrON

X and Y coordinates of eleven joint centers ~1erc loc"t~l -'CI'.1
each frame of film using a Numonics digitizer (models 1....) ilnd ~2/.-177).
The joint centers included the ,/1 toe, r/l ·.:lnkla, ,/1 ~ •.nce, hi",
bar/hand, elbow, shoulder and head. A second order nutter.lort),
di(lital filter (Pat rick et a1.,1980) was used to "smooth" the ,:1'" data.
Digital filtering coefficients "ere det rmined dUring Gn ~.1rl er -. lot
study; the harmonic frequency of the jerk ~las best ~ presel'l:<1 ,;
third le
1 harmonic. Proportional and actual joint segreoL I';: ,_
l'ere based on Dempster (1955) and Plagenhoef et al. (1~u3) -",." 11, •
and females respectively. The barbell and hand \,ere t
a ;)" ~.; "
single seg nt and the \,eights were adjusted accordincly. Joint 9Pbl s,
segnent velocities, etc. \>ere calculated by a com.ut , .ror-ra. modifi cl
to ana lyre weightlifting movenents in the sagittal plane.

TABLE I.
Classification Level (n)

SAMPLE POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

HeLcht (cm)

Bodyweight (N)

Age (years)

t~umber

of years ill

corn~tit1on

ss

Fe (,la l~ s (3)

l

(lSZ-IS7)

486 (387-587)

ZO (15-Z6)

3.2 (2.5-4.0)

Below class 4 (3)

162 (150-174)

582 (481-636)

14 (IZ -16)

0.7 (0.5-0.8)

CLass 4 (3)

l64 (160-168)

557 (529-578)

17 (13 -23)

0.5 (0.2-0.8)

Clas3

( 5)

l7Z (157 -180)

667 (548 -803)

17 ( 14-ZI)

LI

Class

(6)

l69 (165-174)

590 (509 -6 56)

17 (16 -19)

4.8 (Z.0-8.0)

Class 1 (Z)

l59 (158-160)

585 (534-636)

16 (16 -17)

5.0 (4.0-6.0)

flaner (5)

l67 (16Z-173)

6Z9 (587-66Z)

18 (17 -ZO)

OlHe (11)

168 (153-186)

866 (548-1558)

Key:

l'Jean (Ranee)

NI A:

N/II

(0.0-4.0)

5.1 (Z.O-IO.O)
N/A

Data not available

Dato!l fr011l Roman and

Shak1 rzyanov (19GO; 1978) ; bodywe1ghts are estimates based upon
up\=Cr Umlts of the we1nht cate.gories.
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ANALYTIC METHODS
Variables selected for analysis were those most often provided by
Roman and Shakirzyanov (1978). These included:
a. ratio of ascending to descendin~ velocity of the barbell
(AD Ratio); actual velocities could not be compared
because velocities are correlated with body weight
and the filned athletes were considerably lighter than
many of the elite athletes.
b. horizontal displacement of the barbell during the
descending portion of the lift.
c. the de pth of the descent (as percent of body height).
d. the maximum height the bar is driven overhead (as percent
of body heiBht).
e. angle of greatest knee flexion.
f. height of the athletes.
Data on the temporal (or phasic) structure of the lifts were
compared with "optimal" valu;s determined by Frolov and Levshunov (1979).
Three periods, each composed of two phases, were identified (Figure 1):
Period 1: Half Squat
Phase 1. preliminary half squat
Phase 2. active half squat
Period 2: Jerk
Phase 3. braking
Phase 4. thrust
Period 3: Split
,Phase 5. ncnsupport (split proper)
Phase 6. support
Phase 1 depends upon the elastic qualities of the barbell--which is,
in turn, related to the amount of weight on the bar. Since most of
the non-elite lifters were not lifting weights heavy enough to
gain this advantaBe phase s 1 and 2 we re combined. Phase 6 was igno~d
because the support phaSl' '.•ould only be rreaningful for successful
attempts and unsuccessful efforts were included in this study.
BMDP program lM, Cluster Analysis of Variables (Dixon and Brown,1979)
was chosen for the analyses. The corre lation coefficient, r, "as
the resemblance neasure used in the construction of a correlation matrix.
A cl'Jstering algorithm then converted the matrix into groups of larger and
decreasingly similar entities. The results of the clustering procedure
,.ere expressed as a dendrogram. Two clustering strategies ,.ere selected.
Group av-"rage clustering was chosen to group the athletes by kinematic
variables. Group average clustering results in little distortion of
the group relationships and is a widely used approach (Boesch,1977).
This strate[;y, hO"2ver, produced poorly demarcated groupings when
applied to the phase duration data. Complete linkage clustering
usually forms smaller groups of high similarity which are quite
distinct from one another (Boesch,1977). This approach affected the
shape of the phase duration clusters but had little affect on their
composition.
Determination of "rreaningful" clusters was aided by the construction of
two-way coincidence tables comparing the ordered weightlifters by the
attributes of interest (Le., kinematic variables or phase duration).
Rather than use a "fixed stopping rule" approach, in which all clusters
are fomed at the same similarity leve 1, a more flexible "variable
stopping rule" was employed (Boesch,1977). Once rreaningful clusters
were identified their mean values were 'presented in coincidence tables.
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RESULTS

AIlD DISCUSS ION

SAMPLE POPULATION
Hale athletes <>ere generally similar in ha ight (Table 1) whereas
female \reightlifters \~ere sor.e",hat shorter.
'lite \"eightliftcn "ere
considerably heavier than the non .lite athletes, W!lO ?rimarily com?2ted
in the 52 to 57.5 kg (509-,;ul N) weight divisions. All bat ti,r"., of
the non-e lite athletes \~re juniors (20 years or l~ss) "her-,.:J~ all of the
elite athletes were likely seniors. Generally, the ~lOI:'" ;,ear~ of
~mpetition the higher the classification level; n::> dolta '..Iere avai lable
quantifying the ex;>erience of the elite <lCightlift~rs.
SH1ILARITY OF ;.Jr.:IGHTLH'TERS BY KINZHATIC

V-\~I:\!IL~;;

Six ma ;or f,roaps (A-F) of ",ei-:;:-,tlifters 'J-~ ic1~nti~i~d in ti,.,
(FigaI'e 2) depicting t e similari
: I~h' 'l1.:t,:)rs 0' '"i~ t
and the five 'oinematic variables. "lice \"ei~:, ,lirt ':- (0) ',~er2 :iistin~t
fro," the other gro,-,ps. Zlite weightlifters,; ,,,,r,)'1
':ld li'1h,~r .\:!:> .ati'13,
shOl.ed le9s horizontal dis;>lar.:,ncnt, had less :n:2 Cb;:ion and a .',allow2r
squat and did not 'er:, the ba.O'211 a~ high as :'lost 'h t,~ ')t':r "r,)"l';
(Table 11). I-!aster and Class I Hei~. tlifters ',Ier,,> ~i i ar "
'1::: Slite
athletes in t:..., amoClnt ')f horizontal displacen;nt belt :tac1 1)'.., :,:D ,nti,:,:;.
The opticlal ran~ for A:D ratios is 1.7~ to :'.0 (Frolo'·, anrl L.l'~l,u'lov,l( r';
Rooan and Shakir>.yanov,1978). It may be that ,"t thi~ ,tag'"' f< those
"eightlifter's development iunior Haster and ':lnss I lift~rs ~r" l\'>r;
limited by strength than by technia.uc. Of t;02 1'·, liCts b:' t" ,," car~~:-;o-j,e5,
only tr..JO had asc-2nding velocitie:> ~reat2r than 1.!~ ns.('! . -l_-t·t~ lot·nst
desirable velocity (Rom3n and Sha~:irzyanov,1~'7e).
dendro~ra:n

Tha remaining groups of w3ightlifters show3d an unravorablJ a,o~nt
of hori2ontal displacement; the maximum acce;:>tabL a,lount i5 .-en
(Roman and Sha:'oirzyanov,lS'73). These liftar" g3nerall' s uatt_d..J!e,,:er
and thrust the barbell higher than the Elite, ~laster a d Cla~3 I athl::: t:.: ,
A:D ratios '~",re still belO\~ optimal but Here fairly ~Ii::;r, in ';ro',lrs
and
C--groups composed predominantly of interriediate and novice \r"i;;htlirtsr
SIMILARITY Of WEIGHTlIfTERS

FIGURE 2.

Dendrognun depicting the ;jlmllarlty of 56 welghtl1ter-s by height and five
klna:Nt1c variables deacr-lbing tha jerk. Group3 ore dcslgnat~<.J A-F.
Classification levels of the weightlifters are iodic.cad by Rom""" nUlT):!ra!s
(V • be low cl.:sss IV), M (Ma9ter) and E (~l1te) j F • female i f . missed attempt.
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0.2 ., SIMILARITY OF lIFTERS BY PHASE DURATION
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FIGURE 3. Dendrogral1l depictinc tM relationship. by phase: dura.tion of th~ J~.rk,
between 45 weightlifter.. and the 'Iopti.mal" phase duration. \o,'ol~htl1fter

doa1gn;ltlons follow P'lglJre 2.

,
TABLE

GROUP

n.

TWO-WAY COINCIDENCil TAIlLE COMPARING GROUP MEANS OY WEIGHTLITTERS X SELEClED
JERK VARIABLES (GP. FIGURE 2.)

Pre dominant
Clallslflcatlon levels

Height

A:D Ratio

Horizontal
Displaceuent

1.7

12.4

IB.5

102

SquliIt

(% hdght)

Thrust
(% neight)

Knee angle
1n aquat

A

Maater. Clas8 1

166

1.19

B

Class 3

167

1.53

2.7

10.0

18.5

110

Classes 2,3,<.4

166

1.66

4.5

12.2

24.0

97

D

Elite

166

1. 92

1.7

10.0

14.5

108

E

Class 4; misses by
various classes

160

1.12

5.1

15.7

19.1

93

Y

C1.'IS5 4; misses by

165

1.44

3.0

14.4

15.6

97

various classes

~}ithin their
strength capabilities but are limited by technique. Roman and Shaltirzyanov
(1978) noted that the deeper the squat the lower the velocity the barbell
can attain. If the velocity is low, then the degree of thrust should
also be reduced. However, six of these less-skilled weightlifters
were able to thrust the barbell greater than 20'70 of their body height,
in spite of squatting fairly deeply (Table II). Ascending velocities
were still generally low, but 6 of the 31 lifts attempted by Cla!!f I1
and lower lifters had ascending velocities greater than 1.4 msec •
This is a higher percentage than was observed in the Master and Class. I
lifters.

It appears that these weightlifters are lifting ,./ell
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TABU:: HI.

TWO-IiAY COINClDeNO: TNlLL CXlMl'ARING Group

(SECS) OF TilE JERK

(~.

~N'S

OF I..EIGHrLIFTERS X PHASE DURATION

PIGUIl1t J.)

~C"'Ili::::OU"'P;;---;;:P""'"d'-o-m71n-a-n-t-------;;:ph,.-.-s-e-s---:"I&:-:2:"'":-=ph,.-U-s-c---=J-,-."P~h-a.-e~4-:-~P,...h-.-.e-5~:
classification levels

OPTIHAL DUl\1IT10N

A

CLas s 3
; %'1nster
& Cl sa Z subdomln~nt

Squat

Braking

Thru.t

SpLit

.J4

.14

.25

.28

.2J

.17

.JO

.25

. )J

.2)

Cia88 l; Class 4

allure • •ubdoll1nant

.18

.20

C

Cl ss J; m.l.c:cllaneous
failuR a lJubdomin.J.nt

.17

.19

.26

.27

o

H{I~ce['

.27

.12

.22

.] ]

.22

.17

,24

.26

.)0

.15

.27

.2)

& CLass J

t1adlt.e.r; below class 4
f 41 lure 9 subdom1no.nt
F

m{scc Ihneou3 cla.sGCS
(H:tater,J,<'4),C flures
and "optimnlll

Ono et al. (19,,9) compared the ~nee anGles "t sr<l' te:;t 'l~':il
in a paired conparison of successful <lnd lmSUcr:e~s III ' r:'s b:' "i':
competitors at the 15 'j '. Olympics. Knee flexion tJas 3r:!at'1 i
stJcc~~~~':ul
lifts than in unsuccessful attempts. They cone l"d~d t .at "11· -J .' t-""i'ts
l-1l!re associated ",ith inadequate i'.nee fle,:ion.
In t"i" ~tl<Ii'.
'.li .>(]
comparis n of 7 Ivcightlif:ters found no aP.Earent differ:r.ce Mt\l",~n
successful (x# 101.7) nd unsuccessful (~; 101., ) att'~pts. It m~Y "
that as weightliftine has evolved since tb:! ab lit on f ti.e -.
f:
lift. after the lS72 Olympics. "optimal" parar,eter.:; for t 1 ";;~CI ti-,n :L
the ·.:ark _ ave chan~d. -·lith· the elimination or the press. th.ot":! is
more of a premium placed upon quic!:ncss and po""r than -·,as ng e:;S,ir/
before lc)73.
Sll-lILARITY OF ',-1EIGffi'LIFT::RS BY PHAS', DURATIm:
Six clusters (A-F) were designated in the d2nc:ro,,;r~C' d~"i tio[; t::2
relationships between the 45 jerk attempts and tt:_ " 0 ti <ll" P aS2 '·.1'atio
(Figure 3). Unli:<e the previous analysis, these eroups were not cl~arly
segregated by classification level. Of the six .i~r:,s 'I1o,<;t sii!lil<lr to
"optimal" (F). five were attempts by lifters Class III al- beloH and thre~
were missed attempts.
All groups had a faster squat than was desir<bl~ (Table Ill). (ln the
other hand, the braking phase was generally too long. Only ;;rou? D (t\·1O
lifts) had a mean braking phase faster than optimal. Over<lll, 13 of the
45 lifts had braking phases 0.14 secs or less; seven of t.a"e jcr!<s \·,e['2
by Class I and Master athletes.
The thrust phase was generally longer than optimal. Factors affec:tine
the thrust included:
a. depth of the squat was generally too deep (Table Il); the re fon'
the thrust had to occur over a longer distance;
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b. ascending velocities were generally low. For lighter lifters
1.4 msec- l is an acceptable velocity (Roman and Shakirzyanov,1978).
However, the trean ascending v':rocitY'was 1.22 msec- l and only
seven lifts exceeded 1.4 msec •
The height of the athlete did not seem to influence the duration of the
thrust since most of the lifters were of similar height (Table I).
The duration of the split was variable between groups but \~as
generally shorter than optimal (Table Ill). The split phase was, however,
slower in 35% of the successful jerks and 29% of the unsuccessful attempts.
Proper execution of the braking phase is the l~y to a successful
jerk (Medvedev et a1.,1982,198l; Frolov and Levshunov,1979). The shorter
this phase, the more effectively energy can be transferred to the thrust.
If the velocity of the squat is too great, phases 1 and 2 will be executed
too quickly. In order to brake the descent, more energy--and tirre--will
be expended and the squat will likely be deeper than necessary. These
characteristics were evident in many of the non-elite lifters studied.
Because the braking phase is prolonged, the thrust is adversely affected:
the delay in the switch from an eccentric to a concentric contraction
diminishes the forcefulness of the thrust. The barbell is then driven
ove r a longe r distance at a suboptimal ve loci ty.
D1PLICATIONS FOR COACHING
Se-veral consistent distinctions between developing weightlifters
and elite perforrrers were identified which can be approached as generic
problems. Virtually all of the non-elite lifters executed the squat
too qUickly--forcing them into a deeper squat than was necessary. This
was most apparent in the class IV athletes and in the missed attempts.
The rapid descent likely contributed to the increased horizontal
displacement evident in all but the Class I and Master weigh tlifters.
The fast squat also necessitated a longer than optimal braking phase.
Class I and Master lifters did have braking phases close to optimal.
With a longer braking phase the athletes were generally unable to exert
sufficient upward force on the barbell. Ascending velocities, then, were
quite low.
In spite of these errors. the barbell was often jerked'
higher overhead by the non-elite athletes than by the elite lifters.
Missed attempts were also usually thrust higher than the 14% of bodyheight
considered sufficient for a successful lift.
An area which requires additional study is the determination of
optimal pararrEters for the split. Since most of the non-elite lifters
split slOl~er than the elite lifters, deve lopment of a faster split
might allow heavier weights to be fixed overhead at a lower height.
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